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Among different approaches to generate mirrorless lasing, resonant multiphoton pumping of gas constituents
by deep-UV laser pulses exhibits so far the highest efficiency and produces measurable lasing energies, but the
underlying mechanism was not yet fully settled. Here, we report lasing generation from atomic oxygen in a
methane-air flame via femtosecond two-photon excitation. Temporal profiles of the lasing pulses were measured
for varying concentrations of atomic oxygen, which shows that the peak intensity and time delay of the lasing
pulse approximately scales as N and 1/

√
N , respectively, where N represents the concentration. These scaling

laws match well with the prediction of oscillatory superfluorescence (SF), indicating that the lasing we observed
is essentially SF rather than amplified spontaneous emission. In addition, the quantum-beating effect was also
observed in the time-resolved lasing pulse. A theoretical simulation based on nonadiabatic Maxwell-Bloch
equations well reproduces the experimental observations of the temporal dynamics of the lasing pulses. These
results on fundamentals should be beneficial for the better design and applications of lasing-based techniques.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevA.104.033517

I. INTRODUCTION

Mirrorless lasing, where no resonant cavity is required for
generating coherent, directional, laserlike emission, has at-
tracted great attention in the past decade due to its significance
in fundamental light-matter interaction research and potential
application in remote atmospheric sensing and diagnostics of
combustion and reacting flows [1,2]. Two main approaches
have succeeded in the generation of backward-propagating
lasing. One approach is based on electron impact excitation
of neutral nitrogen molecules driven by circularly polarized
femtosecond laser pulses during filamentation, resulting in
lasing emission at a wavelength of 337 nm [3–10]. Another
approach employs resonant multiphoton excitation of atoms
or molecules with deep-ultraviolet (UV) laser pulses [11–25].

The multiphoton-excited lasing effect of atomic species
was first observed by Aldén et al. in flames under subatmo-
spheric pressures [11]. Nanosecond 226-nm laser pulses were
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used first to photodissociate molecular oxygen and then to
excite the formed atomic oxygen via the (2p)3P → (3p)3P
transition [11]. The excitation establishes a population in-
version and therefore results in stimulated emission (SE) at
845 nm via the (3p)3P → (3s)3S transition [11]. This pio-
neering work initiated extensive studies of lasing from other
atomic and molecular species, such as H [12], C [13], N
[14], and NH3 [15], etc., and exploration of the potentials
for lasing as a technique for combustion and reactive-flow
diagnostics [15–17]. With the same excitation configura-
tion as Aldén et al. [11], Dogariu et al. generated 845-nm
backward lasing of atomic oxygen in atmospheric air using
sub-mJ picosecond 226-nm laser pulses for excitation [18].
Backward-emitted lasing pulses at the μJ level of both atomic
oxygen and nitrogen were produced using a powerful prepulse
to predissociate the molecules [20], showing the possibility
of lasing-based remote atmospheric sensing. Even though
more efficient methods and new schemes for lasing genera-
tion have been developed, the identification of the underlying
mechanism responsible for multiphoton-excited atomic and
molecular lasing remains unsettled. Two distinct mechanisms
have been proposed: Amplified spontaneous emission (ASE),
which is based on population inversion [11–14,18,20], and
superfluorescence (SF) which requires both population in-
version and atomic coherence in the gain medium [19,26].
By analyzing the spiky temporal profile of the 845-nm las-
ing pulse generated from atomic oxygen by excitation using
10-ns, 226-nm laser pulses, Traverso et al. suggests that nona-
diabatic atomic coherence is present in the gain medium and
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FIG. 1. (a) Schematic illustration of the experimental setup and lasing process. (b) Chemiluminescence image of the methane-air flame.
(c) Measured side fluorescence and forward-lasing signals vs height above burner (HAB) together with the concentration profile of the oxygen
atom simulated with CHEMKIN-PRO.

the lasing emission is essentially SF [19]. Since SF relies on
numerous radiating dipoles being prepared in phase, it is sen-
sitively affected by collisional dephasing. By changing the gas
pressure, Dogariu et al. tested the influence of the dephasing
collision frequency on the temporal dynamics of the lasing
pulse and found it to be independent of gas pressure [1]. Based
on this observation, the authors conclude that multiphoton
excited lasing is associated with stimulated emission rather
than SF. In these experiments, the 10-ns laser pulses serve for
both predissociating the molecules and resonantly pumping
the resultant atoms. Hence, the subsequent occurrence of these
two different processes complicates the determination of the
lasing mechanism. Additionally, the methods for identifying
the lasing mechanism, such as measuring the lasing energy as
a function of the pump pulse energy, are indirect.

In this paper, we employ an ultrashort (∼125 fs) laser
pulse to generate 845-nm lasing of atomic oxygen in a well-
characterized flame, where atomic oxygen is naturally present
and its concentration can be well quantified. While Rahman
et al. investigated a very similar experimental scenario, they

were limited to excitation energies of less than 20 μJ and
could not observe lasing action [27]. As a direct observation
of the lasing mechanism, here we measure the dependence
of the temporal dynamics of the lasing pulse on the O-atom
concentration with an ultrafast streak camera.

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

Figure 1(a) shows the schematic of the experimental setup.
A wavelength-tunable femtosecond laser system was used
to provide 125-fs laser pulses at 226 nm with a maximum
pulse energy of ∼100 μJ. The beam size was about 5 mm
in diameter, and the laser spectral bandwidth was about 2 nm
[full width at half maximum (FWHM)]. The laser beam was
first sent through a dispersive prism and then focused with
an f = 300 mm spherical CaF2 lens into a lean methane-air
flame. The flame, with an equivalence ratio of 0.51 and a total
reactant flow of 15.8 slm, was prepared on a 60-mm-diameter
porous-plug burner. The flame was lifted about 2 mm above
the burner surface and was stabilized with a steel stagnation
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FIG. 2. (a) The forward on-axis and side off-axis 845-nm emission signals as a function of pump pulse energies showing the difference
between coherent lasing and incoherent fluorescence. Each data point was averaged for 100 shots and the error bars indicate one standard
deviation. (b) The forward on-axis signal vs the side off-axis signal suggests strong optical gain. (c) Time-resolved 845-nm lasing pulses of
atomic oxygen at different concentrations ranging from 8.7 × 1013 to 2.4 × 1015 cm−3. The peak at 0 ps represents the 226-nm pump pulse.
Each profile with an error bar superimposed was averaged five times. (d), (e) The peak intensity and time delay of the first peak of lasing pulse
as a function of the concentration. Both curves are fitted with the power function, which suggests a power index of 1.07 ± 0.15 for the peak
intensity and −0.34 ± 0.08 for the time delay.

plate on the top. For this type of flame the species concentra-
tion is constant in the horizontal direction across the burner
and only varies in the vertical direction in the flame [28].

Focusing the 226-nm laser pulses into the flame creates
a narrow pencil-shaped volume of excited O atoms, from
where 845-nm emission with a narrow linewidth (FWHM ∼
0.07 nm) occurs in both the forward and backward directions.
The backward emission beam is collimated by the focusing
lens, and then separated from the incident 226-nm laser beam
by a dispersive prism. Both the forward and backward emis-
sion signals are detected with an intensified CCD camera
(iCCD, Princeton Instruments, PI-MAX4 1024f), or a streak
camera (Opto-Scope S20, Optronis) with a temporal resolu-
tion of 2 ps, and a fiber spectrometer (Flame UV-NIR, Ocean
Optics). Another iCCD camera, equipped with a 135-mm,
f /2.8 lens (Nikon), was used to image the 845-nm fluores-
cence of atomic oxygen emitted in the side direction.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Figure 2(a) shows the pump pulse energy dependence of
the 845-nm emission collected in the forward direction and the
fluorescence collected in the side direction. As can be clearly
seen, the scalings of the two plots are distinctly different. The
forward emission signal exhibits a much sharper dependence
on the pump laser pulse energy than the side fluorescence.
Also, it shows a threshold signature, indicating that the

forward emission is gain dominated. Power-function fitting
using S = a × Eb to the data suggests an exponent of 1.92 ±
0.05 for the side fluorescence. For the forward emission, an
additional parameter Eth representing the lasing threshold was
introduced to the power function, i.e., S = a × (E − Eth)b,
and the fitting to the data suggests an exponent of 1.92 ± 0.49
and a threshold of 64 μJ. Both exponents are well in line with
two-photon excitation as expected. Furthermore, a direct com-
parison between the forward emission and side fluorescence
shows a nonlinear dependence with a power index of 3.5,
as can be seen in Fig. 2(b). The forward emission collected
in less than 0.012 sr solid angle is about 700 times stronger
than the integrated fluorescence over 4π sr. Moreover, single-
shot, far-field images of the forward emission beam were also
recorded with the iCCD camera, showing that the beam is well
localized, with an average divergence of 5.0 mrad, i.e., close
to the diffraction-limited value of 4.2 mrad given the 100-μm
diameter of the gain volume. These results unambiguously
suggest that the generated axial 845-nm emission from atomic
oxygen is gain-dominated lasing.

In order to further identify the nature of 845-nm lasing
emission, i.e., whether the underlying mechanism of this
lasing process is ASE or SF, a crucial experiment is to mea-
sure the temporal dynamics of the lasing pulses with varying
concentrations of the emitters. To estimate the O-atom con-
centration along the vertical direction, we generated 845-nm
lasing pulses at different heights above the burner (HAB) in
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FIG. 3. Quantum-beating effect leads to periodic oscillations of lasing intensity in time. Single-shot, temporal profile of 845-nm lasing
pulse measured for an O-atom concentration of ∼7.3 × 1014 cm−3. The inset shows the corresponding FFT result, which suggests a oscillation
frequency of 16.4 GHz.

the flame and the peak intensity of the forward lasing signal
corresponds to the solid circles in Fig. 1(c). The corresponding
845-nm fluorescence (open squares), measured from the side,
as well as the simulated oxygen concentration profile (solid
line), are also plotted in the same diagram for comparison. The
concentration profile was simulated using the stagnation plane
module in CHEMKIN-PRO with the GRI 3.0 mechanism [29], in-
cluding multicomponent diffusion transport as well as thermal
diffusion. The parameters GRAD = 0.1 and CURV = 0.5 re-
sulted in a grid of ∼150 points. As can be noticed, the vertical
profiles of the lasing and fluorescence signals deviate from
the simulated concentration profile at HABs around 4∼5 mm,
but otherwise they match seemingly well within the region
of highest concentration. The maximum concentration is esti-
mated to be ∼2.50 × 1015 cm−3, located at a HAB of ∼3 mm.

Time-resolved measurements were performed for different
O-atom concentrations and the results are shown in Fig. 2(c).
Time zero is defined as the temporal position of the pump
pulse. It is noticed that the lasing pulse exhibits a periodic
modulation. In addition the lasing pulse becomes more intense
and appears less delayed to the pump pulse with increasing
O-atom concentration, exhibiting a typical signature of SF
[30]. The intensity and delay time of the first peak is plotted
versus concentration in Figs. 2(d) and 2(e). Fitting a power
function y = a × Nb to the data, where N is the oxygen-atom
concentration, results in a power index of 1.07 ± 0.15 for the
peak intensity and −0.34 ± 0.08 for the delay time. The fitting
errors were estimated from the variation of the reduced chi-
square statistic χ2. The oscillatory SF theory predicts that the
peak intensity is proportional to N , while the delay time is pro-
portional to 1/

√
N [31–34]. For the data shown in Figs. 2(d)

and 2(e) the concentration dependence of the peak intensity
agrees well with the N scaling law of oscillatory SF, while the
corresponding dependence of the delay time deviates slightly
from the predicted 1/

√
N dependence. This deviation could

originate from the uncertainties in determining the locations
of the first peaks due to low signal-to-noise ratio in the case of

low concentration on the one hand and large temporal width
in the case of high concentration on the other hand. To sum
up, the agreement on scaling laws indicates that the lasing
emission from atomic oxygen is essentially SF.

The observed temporal oscillation on the 845-nm SF pulse
is a result of quantum beating between fine-structure tran-
sitions of the oxygen atom. The emission line at 845 nm,
corresponding to the (3p)3P → (3s)3S transition, is com-
posed of three finely separated lines (3p)3P0, (3p)3P2, and
(3p)3P1 → (3s)3S1 (844.625, 844.636, and 844.676 nm, re-
spectively) due to the interaction between orbital angular
momenta and spin [see Fig. 3(a)] [27,35]. The central wave-
length separations of the lasing lines are 0.011, 0.040, and
0.051 nm, respectively, which is beyond the resolution of
our spectrometer. If the O atoms are promoted by 226-nm
laser excitation into a coherent superposition of all three J
states, quantum beating is expected at the frequencies 4.62,
16.82, and 21.45 GHz, respectively. Figure 3(b) shows a
typical single-shot temporal profile of the SF pulse pumped
with an optimum laser wavelength of 225.6 nm for excita-
tion. Fast Fourier transformation (FFT) of the result gives
an oscillation frequency peak at 16.40 GHz, which matches
well with the theoretical value of 16.82 GHz. This means,
under our experimental conditions, that the excitation using
226-nm laser pulses promoted the O atom into a coherent
superposition of the (3p)3P1 and (3p)3P2 state whereas the
highest (3p)3P0 state was not involved in the process. We note
that most of the O atoms in the ground (2p)3P1 state reside
in the J ′ = 1, 2 states at the flame temperature, according to
the work by van Gessel et al. [36]. As a result, the most
efficient excitation paths using the 226-nm laser pulse are
J ′ = 1 → J = 1 and J ′ = 2 → J = 2, i.e., most of the excited
O atoms reside in (3p)3P1 and (3p)3P2 states, which perfectly
explains our observation that only one quantum-beat fre-
quency was observed. In addition, it needs to be emphasized
that the observed temporal oscillation differs fundamentally
from the commonly reported temporal ringing in pure SF that
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occurs when the lasing field is reabsorbed and reemitted dur-
ing propagation through a long cylindrical excitation volume
[31,32].

To simulate the experimental results of O-atom SF and
the accompanying quantum-beat phenomena, we use a four-
level diagram to model the atomic oxygen and numerically
solve the Maxwell-Bloch equations. We considered a one-
dimensional pencil-like medium of 4 mm length, mimicking
the experimental condition. The two upper levels of atomic
oxygen a1 and a2, spaced by ω21 = 2π × 16.8 GHz, are
pumped from the ground level c by a 125-fs laser pulse
centered at 226 nm via a two-photon process, producing the
emission centered at 845 nm and another pulse at 130 nm from
the transition b ↔ c. Using the rotating-wave approximation
(RWA) and slowly varying approximation, the Hamiltonian in
the interaction picture reads [37]

H = h̄δ1|a1〉〈a1| + h̄(ω21 + δ1)|a2〉〈a2|
+ [−(h̄�ple

i�t + h̄�bc)|b〉〈c|
− (h̄�puei�t + h̄�ab)(|a1〉〈b| + |a2〉〈b|) + H.c.]. (1)

Here, �pu = ℘abEp/h̄ and �pl = ℘bcEp/h̄ are pump Rabi
frequencies for the upper and lower transitions, with Ep

being the amplitude of the pump field. The a1 ↔ b and
a2 ↔ b transitions are assumed to have the same dipole
moment ℘ab, and ℘bc is the dipole moment of the b ↔ c
transition. �ab and �bc are slowly varying Rabi frequencies
of the generated fields from the upper and lower transitions,
respectively. The detunings are given by � = ωbc − υp and
δ1 = ωa1c − 2υp, where υp is the pump laser frequency. To
obtain the Maxwell-Bloch equations for the generated fields,
the coherence can be expressed as a sum of slow and fast
varying terms ρaib = σaib + uaibe−i�t and ρbc = σbc + ubcei�t

where i = 1, 2 neglecting the fast oscillating terms [38].
Assuming � is much larger than any relaxation process, one
can substitute with steady-state values of the fast varying
terms: ua1b

∼= [�pu(ρa1a1 − ρbb) + �∗
plρa1c + �puρa1a2 ]/�,

ua2b
∼= [�pu(ρa2a2 − ρbb) + �∗

plρa2c + �puρa2a1 ]/�, and
ubc = [�pl (ρcc − ρbb) + �∗

puρa1c + �∗
puρa2c]/�. Hence, the

two-photon excitation can be described effectively in the
density-matrix equations Eqs. 3b(a)–3b(i):

σ̇a1b = − (�a1b + iδ1)σa1b + i�ab(ρbb − ρa1a1 ) − i�∗
bcρa1c, (2a)

σ̇a2b = − (�a2b + iω21 + iδ1)σa2b + i�ab(ρbb − ρa2a2 ) − i�∗
bcρa2c, (2b)

σ̇bc = −�bcσbc + i�bc(ρcc − ρbb) + i�∗
a2bρa2c, (2c)

ρ̇a1c =
(

−�a1c − iδ1 + i
|�pu|2 − |�pl |2

�

)
ρa1c + i

|�pu|2
�

ρa2c

+ i
�pu�pl

�
(ρcc − ρa1a1 ) + i�abσbc − i�bcσa1b, (2d)

ρ̇a2c =
(

−�a2c − iω21 − iδ1 + i
|�pu|2 − |�pl |2

�

)
ρa2c + i

|�pu|2
�

ρa1c

= + i
�pu�pl

�
(ρcc − ρa2a2 ) + i�abσbc − i�bcσa2b, (2e)

ρ̇a1a1 = − γa1ρa1a1 +
(

i
�pu�pl

�
ρca1 + i�abσba1 + H.c.

)
, (2f)

ρ̇a2a2 = − γa2ρa2a2 +
(

i
�pu�pl

�
ρca2 + i�abσba2 + H.c.

)
, (2g)

ρ̇bb = − γbρbb + γa1ρa1a1 + γa2ρa2a2 (i�bcσcb − i�abσba1 − i�abσba2 + H.c.), (2h)

ρa1a1 + ρa2a2 + ρbb + ρcc = 1, (2i)

where the coherence ρa1a2 is neglected for simplicity. The de-
phasing rates are �aib = 1

2 (γai + γb) + γcol, �bc = 1
2γb + γcol,

�aic = 1
2γai + γcol, with γcol being the collisional dephasing

rate, and γi is the spontaneous decay rate from level i. The
Maxwell equations for generated Rabi frequencies read

∂�ab

∂z
+ 1

c

∂�ab

∂t
= iηa1bρa1b + iηa2bρa2b, (3a)

∂�bc

∂z
+ 1

c

∂�bc

∂t
= iηbcρbc, (3b)

where ρi j is the slowly varying term of the atomic coher-
ence, ηi j = 3naλ

2
i jγi/(8π ), λi j is the transition wavelength,

γi is the spontaneous decay rate from level i, and na

is the number density of atomic oxygen. In the simu-
lations, we assume that the upper levels a1 and a2 are
comparably pumped and have the same decay rates. We
set ℘ab ∼ 1.38 × 10−29 C m, ℘bc ∼ 3.80 × 10−30 C m, � ∼
6.11 × 1015 rad/fs, δ1 = 0.015 × 1015 rad/fs, γa1 = γa2 =
9.3 × 106 s−1, γb = 1.97 × 108 s−1, and the collisional de-
phasing rate γcol = 20 ns−1. The peak intensity of the pump
pulse is |Ep|2 = 0.77 × 1013 W/cm2. We assume that there
is small spontaneous fluctuations for the emission at 845 nm
[32], and solve the Maxwell-Bloch equations for different
O-atom concentrations na.

The simulated evolution of population differences
ρa1a1 (t ) − ρbb(t ) and ρa2a2 (t ) − ρbb(t ) as a function of
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FIG. 4. (a) Simulated temporal profiles of 845-nm signal for different concentrations. The curves for na = 1.25 × 1015, 7.25 × 1014, 3.72 ×
1014, 1.81 × 1014, and 8.69 × 1013 cm−3 are magnified by 5, 10, 104, 107, and 1010 times, respectively. Contour plots of the population
difference (b) ρa1a1 − ρbb and (c) ρa2a2 − ρbb as a function of time and position for na = 2.41 × 1015 cm−3.

time and position for na = 2.41 × 1015 cm−3 is plotted
in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b). The two upper levels have similar
excitation and there are population inversions for both
transitions due to the pump pulse, shown as the regions with
positive values in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b). The evolution of the
population difference exhibits the propagation effect and
reabsorption and reemission processes are present, which
can be seen by the rapid variations of the positive and
negative values at the output position. In addition, we plot the
numerical simulation results for the evolution of the 845-nm
SF pulse in Fig. 4(c) to compare with the experimental
results shown in Fig. 2(c). The results for low concentrations
show more evident quantum-beating features. However, for
the two highest concentrations, na = 2.41 × 1015 cm−3 and
na = 2.23 × 1015 cm−3, the temporal ringing behavior is
dominant in the cooperative emission process due to the
propagation effect [30,32,39]. As the concentration gets
lower, the period of beating becomes longer, approaching
the value given by the frequency difference between the two
upper levels of atomic oxygen. At the same time, the pulse
shape changes and the intensity of the first peak drops. The
variation trends of the pulse shape and intensity are in good
agreement with the experimental results qualitatively. For low
concentrations, the simulated SF signals decrease with the
concentrations more rapidly compared to the experimental
results. The rapid intensity reduction and extended delay in
the simulation may come from the simplified modeling of the

light-matter interaction in one dimension without considering
the transverse effect. Three-dimensional Maxwell-Bloch
simulations might be required for better agreement between
the experiments and simulations.

IV. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we have reported experiments on the reso-
nant two-photon excited lasing of atomic oxygen by deep-UV
femtosecond laser pulses. The temporal profiles of the las-
ing pulse for different oxygen concentrations were measured.
Our results show that the lasing accompanied by a quantum-
beating signature is essentially oscillatory superfluorescence,
suggesting the presence of atomic coherence. Numerical sim-
ulations based on the nonadiabatic Maxwell-Bloch equations
reproduce well the above observations and confirm the critical
role of atomic coherence. Our work shows fundamentals in
the multiphoton excited lasing action in the flame and points
towards important future applications in remote sensing and
single-ended optical diagnostics.
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